We describe a compressive imager that adapts the measurement basis based on past measurements within a sequential Bayesian estimation framework. Simulation study shows a 7% improvement in reconstruction performance compared to a static measurement basis.
Introduction
Natural scenes tend to be redundant and therefore sparse/compressible in some transform domains. This notion of sparsity/compressibility is the basis of compressive imaging wherein the scene is acquired directly in the compressed domain [1, 2] . The measurement basis in a compressive imaging system plays a critical role in determining its performance. Researchers have employed a variety of measurement bases such as, principal components, independent components, Hadamard projections, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), and random projections in compressive imaging system designs [1, 2] . Typically in most compressive imagers the measurement basis remains fixed during the measurement process and we refer to them as static compressive imagers. In this work, we examine an adaptive compressive imager design that exploits the measurement data as it acquired sequentially to adapt the measurement basis towards minimizing the reconstruction error within a sequential Bayesian estimation framework. Prior work in the area of adaptive compressive imaging has demonstrated significant performance gains compared to static designs for a variety of tasks ranging from target detection/classification to object reconstruction [3, 4] .
Imaging System Model
Mathematically, a compressive imager can be represented by a linear system model as g = HF q + n, where g is the measurement vector of length M, H is the M x N measurement matrix representing the measurement basis, n is the measurement noise vector of length M. The object vector f of length N is represented in the transform domain F by the parameter vector q of length N. Note that in a compressive imager the measurement dimensionality M << N. Here we use a zero mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) to model the measurement noise n.
In this work we set F = I yielding f = q and a mixture of Gaussian (MoG) distribution is used to model the object as follows
where K is the number of mixture components, m i and S i are the mean and the covariance of the i th Gaussian mixture component respectively and p(a i ) is the corresponding mixture probability. We use an uniform distribution for mixture probabilities i.e. p(a i ) = 1/K ∀i. The mean and covariance of the MoG distribution are given by
A MoG object model can be estimated from a set of training images that may represent our prior knowledge of object statistics. The number of mixture components along with their respective mean and covariance parameters may estimated from the various sub-classes of images that comprise the training set.
Thus far we not specified how a measurement matrix H can be constructed. In the static case, where the measurement basis does not change during measurement, we can use the covariance matrix of the MoG distribution to construct a principal component basis given the uniform mixture probabilities. Note that this is sub-optimal when the underlying object distribution is non-Gaussian, as is the case here. However, if the mixture component that generated a particular object realization was known then the associated covariance matrix would define the ideal principal component basis. Before we describe the measurement basis design for the adaptive case we need to first examine the posterior density of the object parameters. Given a set of k measurements, denoted by g k , the minimum mean square error (mmse) estimate q mmse of the object q is given by posterior mean:
, where the posterior density is defined as
here p( g k | q ) is the Gaussian likelihood function, p( q ) is the MoG prior density and p( g k ) is the measurement density. Note that the posterior density at k th measurement can be obtained via the following Bayesian sequential update rule
here g k denotes the k th measurement. In this case the Gaussian likelihood and the MoG prior yield a posterior density which is also MoG. The posterior mixture probabilities p 1 (a i ) incorporate the mixture information obtained from the measurements together with the prior information and are defined as
The i th posterior mixture mean and covariance are denoted by m 1 i and S 1 i respectively and the mmse estimate can be expressed as
i . Now the next projection vector comprising the measurement basis for the adaptive case is given by the largest principal component of the posterior covariance matrix S 1 defined as
Simulation Results
We use a simulation study to quantify the performance of the static and the adaptive compressive imagers using the principal component basis. We employ a training set composed of 62 sample images drawn from eight distinct image classes in the SIPI and AT&T face image database [5, 6] . Fig. 1 shows sample images from this training set. We set K=8 in our MoG object model and the mean and covariance of every mixture component is estimated from the subset of training data corresponding to each image class. Here each object is represented by non-overlapping blocks of size 16 × 16 pixels and therefore N = 256. Recall that the measurement matrix is fixed for the static compressive imager and is set to the principal component basis computed from the prior covariance matrix. In case of the adaptive compressive imager the measurement matrix is computed progressively after each measurement. The next projection vector is set to the largest principal component of the posterior covariance matrix. 2(a) shows a plot of the reconstruction error as a function of number of measurements M for both the static and the adaptive measurement schemes in absence of measurement noise. We use the root mean square error (RMSE) metric, expressed as a percentage of the object dynamic range, to quantify the reconstruction error. Observe that for small number of measurements the performance of both the static and the adaptive schemes is similar, as the adaptive scheme begins to successively extract more object information from the measurements. As the number of measurement increases the adaptive scheme yields progressively lower reconstruction error compared to the static scheme. For example, at M = 72 the adaptive scheme achieves a RMSE = 2.65% compared to RMSE = 2.46% for static, an improvement of 7.1%. Fig. 2(b) shows the reconstruction error with a measurement noise strength of 2% (relative to the object dynamic range). We note that the improvement with the adaptive scheme decreases compared to the noiseless case. This is expected as the measurement noise reduces the estimation accuracy of the posterior mixture probabilities which determines the next projection vector.
Conclusions
We have described an adaptive scheme for measurement basis design in a compressive imager. This adaptive scheme is based on a sequential Bayesian estimation framework which incorporates the object information from the past measurements along with the prior object model to define the next projection vector. Simulation results show that the adaptive measurement scheme yields lower reconstruction error compared to the compressive measurement scheme where the measurement basis remains fixed. We expect that the adaptive compressive imager's reconstruction performance can be further improved in presence of noise by updating the next projection vectors after a set of measurements.
